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Holding/Misting
Note: Review CCA layout as time permits. Figure A9.1.
Note: The purpose of this station is to lightly mist (not saturate) the
external surface of your protective clothing and equipment. Follow
misting procedures as written.
MISTING PROCEDURES:
1. Enter misting station. Slowly turn completely around for not less than
30 seconds; turn around while lifting arms, drop arms and turn around
again, and exit misting station.
2. Proceed to Initial Decontamination Station (M295).
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Arrival Point/Weapons Cleaning
1. Split into two person "buddy" teams.
Note: Once divided into two person processing teams, team members
should be individually designated as Processee #1 and Processee #2.
Note: Use processing rack for support and balance as needed.
2. Enter boot wash tray and decontaminate overboots using brush.
3. Exit boot wash tray and perform procedure posted on next sign.
4. Decontaminate processing rack (if you came in contact with it) and
discard towelette in waste container.
5. Decontaminate gloves and discard towelette in waste container.
Note: If neither processee has a weapon, proceed to holding/misting
station.
6. Perform weapons clearing procedures as posted on clearing station.
7. Decontaminate weapon with M295 or bleach in accordance with local
procedures/directives.
8. Discard M295 mitt or towelette in waste container and safe weapon.
9. Secure weapon in accordance with local procedures/directives
10. Decontaminate gloves and discard towelette in waste container.
11. Proceed to Holding/Misting Station.
RED ZONE
AREA 1
STATION 2

Attendant

CPO

CCA PROCESSING PROCEDURES
RED ZONE
AREA 1
STATION 1

J-FIRE

Table A9.3. CCA Processing Procedures
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External Equipment Removal
WARNING: Take great care when doffing items. Do not remove mask
or any protective clothing. Hazard transfer to exposed skin and/or the
respiratory tract can lead to sickness or death.
Note: Processee #1 will assist Processee #2 in completing steps 1 - 8 from
start to finish. Processee #2 will then repeat the same steps for Processee
#1.
1. Remove all external items other than the protective mask, hood, and
clothing. Items to remove include helmet/shroud, vest, canteens, web
gear, mask carrier, body armor, cold/wet weather gear, bunker coat, and
other non-essential items. Place items in waste container.
Note: Do not let previously decontaminated equipment touch ground.
2. Empty pockets and place all articles in small trash bag.
3. Mark bag with processee SSN and process in accordance with local
procedures/directives.
4. Both processees decontaminate gloves and discard towelette in waste
container.
5. If worn, unhook fasteners and unzip front of silver outer bunker coat,
gently remove the coat.
Note: Processee should make a fist as processing partner gently but
firmly pulls jacket off.

J-FIRE

*

CPO

Initial Decontamination (M295)
WARNING: Apply constant pressure to mask beard/breathing valve
while dusting protective mask and hood. A break in the seal of the mask
can permit hazard transfer to exposed skin and/or respiratory tract that can
lead to sickness or death.
Note: Processee #1 will assist Processee #2 in completing steps 1 and 2
from start to finish. Processee #2 will then repeat the same steps for
Processee #1.
Note: Dry hands or use cutting tool to open M295 package, if necessary.
1. Using M295, thoroughly dust/pat down all exterior surfaces and
equipment of your processing partner.
Note: Pay close attention to gloves, hood, beard, hose, filter, and mask.
Note: May require more than one M295 mitt per processee.
2. Discard used M295 mitt in waste container.
3. Proceed to External Equipment Removal Station.
RED ZONE
AREA 1
STATION 4
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RED ZONE
AREA 1
STATION 3

Attendant
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Overboot Removal
1. Both processees undo pant leg fasteners.
2. Both processees undo all overboot fasteners.
Note: Use cutting tool to assist in overboot removal. Hold top front of
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Mask Wash
WARNING: Apply constant pressure to mask by pressing on voicemitter
while washing protective mask and hood. A break in the seal of the mask
can permit hazard transfer to exposed skin and/or respiratory tract that can
lead to sickness or death.
Note: Processee #1 will assist Processee #2 in completing steps 1 - 6 from
start to finish. Processee #2 will then repeat the same steps for Processee
#1.
1. Face your processing partner and apply pressure to front of mask.
2. Wipe all exposed areas of the protective mask while holding hood in
place at forehead.
Note: Pay close attention to crevices, seams, and hard to reach areas of
the mask and hood.
3. Discard towelette in waste container.
4. Spray mask, beard, and hood with sprayer and wash again with
towelette.
5. Discard towelette in waste container.
6. Decontaminate gloves and discard towelette in waste container.
7. When both processees have completed mask wash, proceed to
Protective Overgarment Removal Station.
8. Proceed to boot wash tray and decontaminate overboots. When
complete, continue to Overboot Removal Station.
YELLOW ZONE
AREA 3
STATION 1

*
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6. Place silver bunker coat in plastic garbage bag.
7. If worn, remove firefighting gloves at the same time without coming in
contact with the outside surface and let attendant place butyl rubber gloves
on you if you are not wearing them under your firefighting gloves.
WARNING: Do not let unprotected hands come in contact with any
surface until protective gloves are donned.
8. Place firefighting gloves in garbage bag with silver bunker coat.
9. Mark garbage bag with processee SSN and process in accordance with
local procedures/directives.
10. Proceed to Mask Wash Station.
*
ORANGE ZONE
AREA 2
STATION 1

J-FIRE
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Protective Overgarment Removal
Note: Processee #1 will assist Processee #2 in completing steps 1 -18
from start to finish. Processee #2 will then repeat the same steps for
Processee #1.
JACKET REMOVAL:
1. Unfasten top of bunker pants, being careful not to contaminate
chemical suit inside.
2. Pull bunker suspenders off shoulders and slowly roll pants over the
boots, making sure not to contaminate suit.
WARNING: Apply constant pressure to mask beard/breathing valve
while adjusting the canister hose assembly and loosening hood. A break
in the seal of the mask can cause contact hazard transfer to exposed skin
and/or respiratory tract that can lead to sickness or death.
3. Disconnect canister hose assembly neck retaining strap and secure
around breathing valve filter away from jacket.
4. Buddy will unfasten hood toggle clasp and stretch hood out and pull
back and roll back (inside out) away from your head.
5. Buddy will unsnap and untie elastic jacket retention cord at waist, as
applicable.
6. Buddy will unzip jacket and undo all fasteners on front of jacket, jacket
sleeves, as applicable.
7. Turn and face away from buddy, make a fist while extending arms
behind you.
8. Buddy will pull jacket down and away from shoulders, individually
removing arms from sleeves.
WARNING: If gloves accidentally come off, do not proceed until new
gloves are placed back on hands.

*
*
*
*
*

Attendant
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overboot with one hand. Use cutting device in other hand to cut down
front of overboot from top to toe.
3. Processee #1 will raise leg closest to center of bench and rest it on
bench as Processee #2 removes overboot and drops it into container.
Once overboot is removed, place combat boot on clean (upwind) side of
bench and straddle bench.
4. Processee #2 will complete same procedures until both individuals are
straddling bench.
5. Using buddy system, remove other overboot in same manner so both
individuals have both feet on clean (upwind) side of bench.
6. Wipe down bench and discard towelette in waste container.
7. Both processees decontaminate gloves and discard towelette in waste
container.
8. Proceed to Protective Overgarment Removal Station.
YELLOW ZONE
AREA 3
STATION 2
JFIRE
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Protective Overgarment Removal Area
Note: Processee #1 will assist Processee #2 in completing steps 1 - 10
from start to finish. Processee #2 will then repeat the same steps for
Processee #1.
JACKET REMOVAL:
1. Buddy will unsnap and untie elastic jacket retention cord at waist, as
applicable.
2. Buddy will unzip jacket and undo all fasteners on front of jacket, jacket
sleeves, and hood, as applicable.
3. Turn and face away from buddy, make a fist while extending arms
behind you.
4. Buddy will pull jacket down and away from shoulders, individually
removing arms from sleeves.
WARNING: If gloves accidentally come off, do not proceed until new
gloves are placed back on hands.
5. Place jacket in waste container.
6. Decontaminate gloves and discard towelette in waste container.
TROUSER REMOVAL:
7. Buddy will unfasten waistband fasteners, front fly closures, and
suspender straps, as applicable.
8. Turn and face away from buddy and hold rack for balance.

*
*
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Attendant

*
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9. Place jacket in plastic garbage bag.
10. Both processees decontaminate gloves and discard towelette in waste
container.
TROUSER REMOVAL:
11. Buddy will unfasten waistband fasteners, front fly closures, and
suspender straps as applicable.
12. Turn and face away from buddy and hold rack for balance.
13. Buddy will lower bunker trousers, processee will step out of bunker
pants, boots, and trouser all at the same time.
14. Place disposable protective cover on each foot before allowing
processee to place foot on ground.
15. Place bunker trouser, bunker boots, and trouser into plastic garbage
bag with jacket.
16. Mark garbage bag with processee SSN and process in accordance
with local procedures/directives.
17. Decontaminate rack where you held it for balance and discard
towelette in waste container.
18. Both processees decontaminate gloves and discard towelette in waste
container.
19. Proceed to Mask Monitoring/Removal Station.
YELLOW ZONE
AREA 3
STATION 2
CPO

CPO
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Mask Monitoring/Removal
Note: You will be monitored for measurable levels of contamination. If
detectable levels of contamination are found, you will be directed to
perform additional decontamination procedures as required.
1. Switch SCBA mask from bottled air to filtered air if not already done.
2. Disconnect SCBA air hose from mask.
3. Hang SCBA bottle on rack.
4. Face attendant with back to wind, spread legs, and hold arms out to
side with palms up.
5. Monitor individual using the Point Source Chemical Detector. (See
Table A9.4.).
6. If Point Source Chemical Detector readings are equal to or greater than
the acceptable established levels, the individual will: Don clean gloves
and proceed to the Uniform/Undergarment Removal Area.
7. If Point Source Chemical Detector readings are less than the acceptable
established levels, the individual will continue with the Mask Removal
procedures.
WARNING: Read the mask removal procedures prior to performing
them. Apply constant pressure to your mask as the attendant loosens the
neck straps.

Monitoring/Mask Removal
Note: You will be monitored for measurable levels of contamination. If

Attendant

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
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*

Attendant
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accordance with local procedures/directives.
9. Attach the mask tag to the head-harness buckle in accordance with
local procedures/directives.
10. Processee, only when directed: Hold mask to face as the attendant
loosens neck straps. Once directed, processee will remove mask and hang
on rack and proceed to Glove Removal/Misting Shower Station.
BLUE ZONE
AREA 4
STATION 1
CPO
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9. Buddy will lower trousers to knees. Extend one leg back at a time and
buddy will assist in pulling off each trouser leg.
10. Discard trousers in waste container.
11. Decontaminate rack and discard towelette in waste container.
12. Both processees decontaminate gloves and discard towelette in waste
container.
13. Proceed to Mask Monitoring/Removal Station.
BLUE ZONE
AREA 4
STATION 1
J-FIRE
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Uniform/Undergarment Removal
WARNING: Do not bend too far forward as this may cause the mask to
break its seal.
1. Decontaminate gloves and discard towelette in waste container.
2. Untie combat boots.
3. Hold onto the rack for balance as needed and remove combat boots or

*
*
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*

Attendant
Attendant

*
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Glove Removal/Misting Shower
WARNING: Avoid contact with outside of rubber gloves with
unprotected hands. Contact hazard transfer to exposed skin can lead to
sickness or death.
1. Work the rubber gloves off at the same time until they are halfway off
and discard into waste container.
2. Proceed to misting shower stall, if required. Thoroughly wash/shower
paying close attention to hair and hairy surfaces of the body.
3. Proceed to the TFA holding area.
ADDITIONAL DECONTAMINATION
AREA 1
STATION 1

J-FIRE
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detectable levels of contamination are found, you will be directed to
remove Uniform/Undergarment and perform additional decontamination
procedures as required.
1. Face attendant with back to wind, spread legs, and hold arms out to
side with palms up.
2. Monitor individual using the Point Source Chemical Detector. (See
Table A9.4.).
3. If Point Source Chemical Detector readings are equal to or greater than
the acceptable established levels, the individual will: Don clean gloves
and proceed to the Uniform/Undergarment Removal Area.
4. If Point Source Chemical Detector readings are less than the acceptable
established levels, the individual will continue with the Mask Removal
procedures.
WARNING: Read the entire mask removal procedures prior to
performing them. Apply constant pressure to mask by pressing on
voicemitter as the attendant loosens straps.
5. Processee, only when directed: Hold mask to face as the attendant
loosens neck straps. Once directed, processee will remove mask and hang
on rack and proceed to Glove Removal/Misting Shower Station.
BLUE ZONE
AREA 4
STATION 2

J-FIRE
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disposable booties.
4. Decontaminate rack and discard towelette in waste container.
5. Remove your uniform shirt and place it into container.
6. Remove your uniform pants and place it into container.
Note: You will be monitored for measurable levels of contamination. If
detectable levels of contamination are found, you will be directed to
remove undergarments and perform additional decontamination
procedures as required.
7. Face attendant, spread legs, and hold arms out to side with palms up.
8. Monitor individual using the Point Source Chemical Detector. (See
Table A9.4.).
9. If Point Source Chemical Detector readings are equal to or greater than
the acceptable established levels, the individual will continue with the
Uniform/Undergarment Removal Area procedures.
10. If Point Source Chemical Detector readings are less than the
acceptable established levels, the individual will proceed back to the
Monitoring/Mask Removal Station.
11. Decontaminate gloves and discard towelette in waste container.
12. Remove all undergarments and place it into container.
13. Decontaminate gloves and discard towelette in waste container.
14. Proceed to the Monitoring/Mask Removal Station.
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